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Despite its incredible biodiversity
and natural values, in 1982 developers
carved 1,137 rural residential blocks
into the Daintree Lowland Rainforest.
Some of these blocks have since
been bought back for conservation
purposes. Others though have been
developed for housing.
When these lots are cleared for development, the
Daintree Lowland Rainforest – the oldest rainforest
on the planet – becomes fragmented.
Fragmentation disrupts the ecology of the
surrounding rainforest. Settlement sees the
introduction of exotic weeds into pristine rainforest.
New residents often bring domestic pets with them –
which have no place in the rainforest. Wildlife is lost
through car-strikes and predation by domestic dogs.
Additional residential development also brings
with it an increase in pressure for local authorities
to provide more services. In the last 12 months this
has included plans to replace the iconic vehicular
ferry over the Daintree River with a bridge and
a commitment by government to introduce an
electricity grid into the Daintree Rainforest.
Due to COVID-19, people are fleeing cities and
arriving in the Daintree Rainforest looking for a tree
change. We have seen first-hand a rapid escalation
in the sale of undeveloped freehold properties. In
the past uncleared blocks that would usually take
months, or even years to sell, are now selling in
weeks or days. With this rapid increase in sales
comes clearing of the rainforest for development
that is now occurring at a rate not seen for more
than two decades.
Our conservation team has been on-ground in
the Daintree over the past year and witnessed and
documented many instances of clearing. One thing
we know for sure is that the only way we can stop
this clearing from happening is to purchase and
secure these lots before developers do.
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Lot 18
Thornton Peak Drive
forest creek 		
Bennett’s Tree-Kangaroo (Dendrolagus bennettianus).

This block was offered for sale at the same time
as another lot on Thornton Peak Drive. We didn’t
have funds to secure two blocks and were forced
to prioritise. We purchased and protected Lot 3
on Thornton Peak Drive but we lost Lot 18. The
new owner gained permission from the local
government to clear a limited area of the rainforest.
This process is poorly monitored, and they removed
20% more than permitted. This clearing for housing
development has destroyed essential habitat for
the endangered Southern Cassowary as well as the
Bennett’s Tree-Kangaroo which our conservation
team sighted on the property.
The Bennett’s Tree-Kangaroo (Dendrolagus
bennettianus) has an extremely limited range,
existing in an area north of the Daintree River
that is approximately 70km x 50km in size.
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Lot 189
bloodwood road
cow bay		
With increased residential development comes increased threats to
native wildlife, such as attacks by pets that are allowed to roam free.

This block was listed for sale in December 2020.
As the sale came with architecturally designed plans
for a house, we knew this block was at very high risk
of clearing and development. We made an offer to
buy it at the full listed price.
Because of COVID-19 there is a sellers’ market and
fierce competition, and we lost this opportunity –
but not because we didn’t offer enough money.
We asked for 90 days to settle on the purchase, but
the owner wanted a quick sale and demanded a 30
day settlement. We couldn’t make that commitment
as we needed time to raise the required funds.
Because we didn’t have the cash on hand, we lost
this property to development forever.

BEFORE

We later purchased a nearby property and
while undertaking vegetation surveys recorded
threatened species of plants in similar habitat to
that cleared at Lot 189 Bloodwood Road.
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Lot 4
Buchanan Creek Road
Cow bay		
Southern Cassowary.

At the time this property was offered for sale we
didn’t have funds available to purchase and protect
it. The vegetation on Lot 4 Buchanan Creek Road
was magnificent, untouched, old-growth rainforest
with very tall trees in pristine condition. Sadly, it
is now damaged and degraded by development.
Our photographer was in the Daintree only days
after it was cleared and witnessed first-hand the
devastation. Ancient vegetation, that is known
habitat for threatened species like the Southern
Cassowary and Bennett’s Tree-Kangaroo has been
cleared. This intact patch of rainforest is lost forever.
The Southern Cassowary is already listed as
Endangered under the Environmental Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act. The population
of this iconic bird remains in decline due to the
ongoing impacts of habitat fragmentation caused
by land clearing and roads.
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for all enquiries
 info@rainforest4.org
 (02) 8005 6995
 PO Box 1226
Mullumbimby, NSW 2482
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